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“Make no l i t t le 
plans. They have no 
magic to stir men’s 
blood and probably 
themselves will not be 
realized. Make big 
plans; aim high in hope 
and work, remembering 
that a noble, logical 
diagram once recorded 
will never die, but long 
after we are gone will be a 
living thing, asserting itself 
w i t h e v e r - g r o w i n g 
i n s i s t e n c y . . . L e t y o u r 
watchword be order and your 
beacon beauty. 
             Think big.”

             
                             Daniel Burnham, 
         Chicago architect. (1864-1912)

        The IIe Aux Galets (“Skillagalee”) Lighthouse, abandoned to ruin at its desolate offshore watch after a century and a 
half of faithful service, will be relocated and restored to assume its rightful place as the centerpiece of Beacon Hill USA.   
This proud beacon’s light will yet shine, beckoning safe passage to all who come near, in the tradition of ancient mariners. 
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A place to shine anew.
         



        The shipwreck in the photo spread across this page rests quietly at the bottom of Lake Michigan, 
beneath more than one hundred feet of calm, crystal clear water.  The photo was taken a half mile above 
the wreck on a typical Michigan blue sky summer day.  But not every day is like this day.  Indeed, 
storms have come, like the one that claimed all lives onboard this schooner as it was swallowed by 
raging seas a century and a half ago.  Its rotting hull now lies silently as a sullen testimony to the hopes 
and dreams that perished with her.  Sadly, this wreck is not alone.  It is one of hundreds that lie beneath 
the, at times, unforgiving waters of the Great Lakes.  But countless other ships made it safely to shore, 
guided by the beacon of a distant lighthouse and the vigilance and heroism of the keepers of those 
lights who imperiled their own lives to light the way for others to follow.
        Beacon Hill USA is such a lighthouse.  It is being built, not only to withstand a storm but to light a 
way for others to follow.  Sure, skies are clear and seas appear relatively calm for the moment.   But a 
storm is coming — a confluence of factors and events involving natural resources, the likes of which 
have not been seen in our age.  Anticipating significant changes in the future, it is being built now.  It is 
simply too late to build a lighthouse once the storm has begun.     

Lighting the way safely through the storm.

“Example is not the main thing — it’s the only thing” 

Albert Schweitzer

        Apart from the trauma to those immediately affected, life tends to go on as usual after a shipwreck.    
Notice the seagull flying above this wreck.  But we’re facing imminent shipwreck on such a global scale 
that no one will be unaffected — unless we change course immediately.    
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       Beacon Hill is the largest and most comprehensive Green Community ever undertaken, encom-
passing more than two square miles of Lake Michigan shoreline. Buffered by towering ancient dunes 

and miles of frontage on 
lakes large and small, this 
unique site, occupied for 
over a century by succes-
sive mining interests, rep-
resents perhaps the finest 
development opportunity 
remaining in the State of 
Michigan.    Indeed,   it is 
hard to believe that over a 
million people live within 
a forty-minute drive of the 
unbroken tranquility of 
this idyllic setting.  How 
appropriate then that this  
wonderful place should     
become   "North America's 
Greenest Community.” 

A place to be.

                                                          
BEACON   HILL   USA       

        Yet, being as friendly to the human scale as it is to the environment, it will also be a place where 
real people live, and work, and learn, and worship, and play.  But not just anyplace, and certainly not 
like so many other places that seem like nowhere 
else in particular, with their forbidding mix of 
identical fast food landscapes, big box horizons and 

asphalt plains.  No, this 
place was conceived to 
be different; a place 
where people would 
want to go, and choose 
to remember long after 
they have left.  It will 
evoke all of the alluring 
charm of a classic Euro-
pean village, as char-
acterized by: brightly 
colored, gabled facades 
showcasing flower-laden balconies; red clay tiled roofs; narrow, tree-lined, 
cobblestone streets; abundant parks and plazas commanding spectacular 
views; picturesque winding canals, locks and waterfalls; an historic light-

house; an eighteen-hole country club; rolling vineyards and a square mile of nature preserve, protecting 
in perpetuity some of the most magnificent coastal property remaining in the Great Lakes Region.

A place to recall.
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 B eacon Hill 
        The architectural motif of Beacon Hill borrows from the classical vernacular of such diverse places 
as Curacao, Prague, Bruges, and the great European city-states of a bygone era.  It purposes to be the 
most significant aesthetic achievement available for residency in the region, perhaps even the country.  
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A place to prosper.
        Not only do the Great Lakes constitute the 
largest Fresh Water resource in the world, but the 
Port of Muskegon is the largest deep-water harbor 
within that system.  This natural blessing provides 
a unique opportunity to connect to the markets of 
the world.  For most of the past two centuries that 
economic potential was exploited to support the 
growth and defense of a young nation.  Fed first 
by seemingly limitless supplies of timber within 
the state of Michigan, and then by enormous sand 
deposits concentrated along its 
shores, the area quickly gained 
renown as an industrial power-
house.  Reigning as the Lumber 
Capital of the World for much of 
the Nineteenth Century and then  
the Foundry Capital of the World 
for much of the Twentieth Century,
lumber products shipped from 
the port rebuilt Chicago after the 
Great Chicago Fire of 1871 and 
large castings from its foundry 
industry comprised most of the 
heavy armor and engine blocks 
that helped win the Second World 
War.  Indeed, it would be hard to 
imagine how different history 
might have been without the 
pivotal contribution from this 
single place. But like so many of 
the great industrial achievements 
of the past, that success came at 
a high price.  The once incalculable  
timber resources, formed by 
millennia of glacial activity, are 
gone.  Sadly, only two, towering  
original growth trees remain in the 
entire state.   And some of the mammoth white 
sand dunes, among the largest in the world, that 
supplied the foundry industry, have given way to 
vast beaches.  History can forgive.  Nature takes 
a little longer.  But just as the fragile architectural 
beauty of Eastern Europe was protected from 
redevelopment by economic hardship until a new 
generation emerged that appreciated its value, this 
area has been protected from redevelopment by 
the presence of industry, awaiting a new generation.  

And that industry is GREEN, everything green. 
In this regard, negotiations are ongoing with 
two of the leading wind turbine manufacturers 
in Europe to manufacture here — and with the 
state’s two largest foundries to make large castings 
for the turbines here.  Only this time around, the 
manufacturing process will be so clean that the 
only byproduct will be steam — steam that will 
be redistributed in a closed loop radiant heat system 
to keep our streets and walks free from ice and snow. 

        Now that industry is largely gone.  But in its 
wake is an unrivaled opportunity to refashion a 
new place for a new generation.  The answer is 
not simply to reclaim postindustrial property for 
commercial development.  For this area, indeed, 
this nation, cannot long survive without industry. 
But as the past two centuries were marked by the 
dominance of unsustainable industries, so in this   
new century we must look to new industry that 
not only makes economic sense, but is sustainable.  
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        In addition to waste-free, wind powered, 
turbine manufacturing and casting, an array of 
supportive GREEN industries will complete the 
new industrial base at Beacon Hill.  Among them 
is an exciting opportunity to build the first 
operable PRT (Personal Rapid Transit) 
system in the country, together with 
its manufacturing infrastructure.  
These lightweight, computer-driven, 
family-size, monorail-based vehicles 

...in harmony with nature.
are set to transform the mass-transit industry. 
Other opportunities include the manufacture of 
permeable cobblestone pavers, which prevent  
stormwater runoff; the manufacture of BATEC 

solar cells, the newest generation of solar 
collectors; and a host of green energy 

spinoffs.  For the third time in three 
centuries, economic opportunity is 
calling.  Only this time, the third  
time will be the sustainable charm.     
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wind
                                                 Perhaps nothing offers more                                   
h                              hope for a sustainable future than  
w                                   wind power.  It is a virtually limitless, 
                              self-regenerating, non-polluting energy 
                         source that doesn’t contribute to global 
                         warming.  And it’s Free.  While it may not  
                    work everywhere, it will work here.  In fact,
                 our wind test data concludes that Beacon Hill 
             may just be one of the best sites on the entire
            continent for consistent wind power generation. 
         So it is a resource we intend to take full advantage
       of.  Not to build a wind farm, whose draconian 
    landscape would destroy the very sense of place
               

 

                                       we’re trying to create.  But to erect 
                                  two iconic towers, sufficient to meet 
                                       our own needs.  And in so doing, to light 
                                the way for others to meet their needs as well.  
                                        The two wind turbines that will power   
                          Beacon Hill are the most powerful and advanced 
                       in the industry.   Their innovative German  design 
                       enables them to operate efficiently and quietly without 
                   using a gearbox.  This makes them far more reliable, hence, 
                   more economical to operate.  With rated output of Six Megawatts 
              each, the duo can comfortably power over Ten Thousand homes, 
                  with surplus capacity to sell to the g r i d  or to store as hydrogen
          during off-peak utilization for fu ture  use during peak demand. 

A place to renew.





        Great places to gather, by their nature, become 
great places to learn.   And Beacon Hill, by design, 
is no exception.    The very concept of a walkable 
neighborhood requires that all essential services, 
especially education, be within a relatively short 
walk from home.  It is, therefore, inconceivable that 
we would endeavor to build such a magnificent  
place for families with children, only to have those   
children bused out of the security of their own 
neighborhood to schools in the larger community.  
Indeed, for the residents of Beacon Hill, education 
will begin at home, and continue very close to home.              
Beginning with a superlative K-12 Charter School, 

and continuing with on-site University programs through the Masters level, academic excellence will 
be a foundational theme at Beacon Hill.  Toward this end, painstaking  effort has already been made to 
negotiate accreditation and satellite campus agreements with both Institutions of Higher Learning and 
Boards of Regents in the U.S. and Canada.  While 
inconclusive, those negotiations are closing in on 
an Accreditation Agreement for a Charter School 
through Bay Mills Community College (BMCC) 
of Northern Michigan;  a satellite, Undergraduate,  
Program to be offered through Brock University 
and Niagara College of Ontario, Canada; and a 
Masters Program in Strategic Leadership to be 
offered jointly through Southwestern University 
of Texas and CREST Leadership of Alberta, Canada.        
a    A Charter School at the K-12 level was 
deemed the most viable option for Beacon Hill  
because the inherent academic and architectural 
limitations of public schools make them less 
compatible with the ideals of a traditionally-oriented community.  However, since there are only 150 
charters in the state of Michigan, and all have been conferred, it was decided to partner with Bay Mills 

Community College at the Bay Mills Native American 
Community because Bay Mills is federally-chartered and 
therefore not limited to the 150 charter cap.  Moreover, an 
exciting opportunity exits to effectively power the 
performance of the charter school by utilizing the revenue 
stream from the wind turbines.  Conceptually, the property 
"footprints" upon which the wind turbines are to be erected 
would be ceded to BMCC, with a reciprocal agreement 
that BMCC would channel the resultant revenues (potentially 
$Millions annually) back to the school.  The tax and other 
benefits resulting from alternative energy projects on 
Native American soil are substantially greater than those 

of such installations on conventional private property. Coupled with the $7,500.00 per capita state 
minimum grant, those revenues could help assure the finest K-12 academic opportunity available in 
our state, with a spectacular, classically-inspired facility and the finest faculty and curriculum. 

A place to learn.



...and to keep learning.

 www.beaconhillusa.com

        America is replete with 
decaying suburban wastelands 
that took root for a season and 
then “died on the vine.”  These 
are places that in the words of 
James Howard Kunstler, “are not 
worth caring about.”  Taken together,     
he concludes, their
rotting threads form
the fabric of “a 
nation that is not 
worth caring about.”
Little wonder that
the sons and 
daughters
of these sad
places must 
go elsewhere to sow seed
for their futures if, indeed, they
are to have any hope for a 
future at all. This mustn’t be. 
        Just as the “designs” of 
these places probably carried
with them the seeds of their own 
destruction, so too the design 
of Beacon Hill has within it 
the seed to sustain its life 
and vitality.  For only as 
a vibrant and beautiful 
place can Beacon Hill truly
hope to retain leaders who will
plant and prosper, and in so 
doing, assure its future as the 
self-contained,  self-sustaining,
fruitful community it was created to be. 
        But building a place worth caring 
about, even one worth committing to 
for the long haul, is only the beginning.  
Beacon Hill must in turn commit to
its residents that it will not only 
help nurture and cultivate tender 
young plants, but will also provide
ongoing opportunities for spiritual and 
intellectual challenge and stimuli for even 
mature vines.  It is to this end that each of 
the academic programs of Beacon Hill 
has been designed and will be offered.

 
 
 

                            The Advanced Degree  
o            offerings at Beacon Hill will represent            
o          a broad spectrum of academic and 
c                 career choices in such diverse 
f                    fields as viticulture, urban 
p                   planning and environmental 
s                    science.  However, there will 
b                be a particular emphasis on All 
t                 Things GREEN, including wind 
p               power, hydroponic agriculture, 
r             resource management, sustainable 
b           building and PRT (Personal Rapid 
t           Transit).  And the best part is that 
f          for each of these vital areas of study,  
a    and many more, Beacon Hill will be a  
i         living (and working) laboratory.  In 
f            fact, virtually every Green practice 
a           and technology will be employed in 
t           the development of Beacon Hill.  So 
w             whether it's a hands-on opportunity 
t                      to work with the world' s largest 
w                 wind turbines, or to examine 
f                 fragile ecosystems  in a square 
m         mile, lakeshore nature preserve, 
B         Beacon Hill will be the classroom.  
h         Here , R e s t o r i n g  t h e  Pas t  and    
e       Redefining the Future is not just our 
m    motto, it is our way of life.  And like 
t      the wine from our organic vineyard, 
i      it will just get better with age.

http://www.beaconhillusa.com
http://www.beaconhillusa.com






Properties to be acquired.
        Within the context of the aerial engineering 
outline on the preceding page are several large 
commercial properties and two primary blocks 
of small residential homes.  As planned, they will 
to be acquired on a staged basis, as dictated by 
strategic priority, anticipated resource allocation 
and the rates of absorption as outlined in the  
Independent demographic analysis (pp. 25-28).  Each 
of the larger properties is secured with either 
an Option Agreement, a Purchase Agreement or  
an implied understanding of purchase or limited    
equity participation.  With few exceptions, each 
owner represented herein is committed to a gift 
of approximately Fifty Percent of the appraised 
value of their property to be included within 
the Beacon Hill USA Nature Conservancy.  This 
not only provides for an enhanced preservation 
area but significant real estate equity vested in 
the conservation area.  Further explication and 
purchase timelines are provided in the Property 
Acquisition Schedule (located on the overleaf). 
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DATE PROPERTY 
DESCRIPTION

SIZE PURCHASE PRICE  
*gift of portion of value 

to BH conservancy

INCOME 
GENERATING

FUNDS 
RECEIVED OR 
COMMITTED 

April

June

June

June

August

October

Lake Michigan Wire        
Wire manufacturing 
business

  10 Acres $ 1.3 Million YES - Seller lease back 
on triple net basis for 
amount = debt service

Seller to hold 
$600,000 in 
subordinated notes

Dunes Trailer Park              
Fully-leased, 200-unit,       
mobile home park

  11 Acres $    2 Million* YES - Profitable trailer 
park will be operated 
until site is needed

$1 Million gift from 
Seller to apply to               
$2 Million price 

Nugent Sand Co.               
Active sand mining 
operation

415 Acres $  22 Million* YES - Mining operation 
will continue under  
Beacon Hill site plan

$11 Million gift from 
Seller to apply to      
$22 Million price

Jackson-Merkey Co.          
Active sand mining 
operation

210 Acres $    4 Million* NO $2 Million gift from 
Seller to apply to     
$4 Million price 

Muskegon Country Club 
Historic, century-old, 
250-member, golf course

215 Acres $    4 Million YES - Historic club will 
continue to operate 
under BH ownership

0

Sand Products Corp.        
Dormant former sand 
mining operation

100 Acres $    6 Million* NO $3 Million gift from 
Seller to apply to     
$6 Million price

DATE PROPERTY 
DESCRIPTION

SIZE PURCHASE PRICE  
*gift of portion of value 

to BH conservancy

INCOME 
GENERATING

FUNDS 
RECEIVED OR 
COMMITTED 

January

February

February

July

September

December

Andrie Inc.                  
Marine construction and 
salvage operation

  10 Acres    $ 2 Million* NO $1 Million gift from 
Seller to apply to 
$2 Million price

Nedeau Forming, Inc.             
Insulated concrete form 
manufacturing business

  10 Acres $ 1.2 Million YES - Seller lease back 
on triple net basis for 
amount = debt service

0

Dunes Corner, Inc.               
Small retail businesses on 
strategic intersection

    1 Acre $   .4 Million YES - Seller lease back 
on triple net basis for 
amount = debt service

0

Cannon Muskegon Corp          
Precious metals/alloys 
plating business

  18 Acres $  24 Million* YES - Seller lease back 
on triple net basis for 
amount = debt service

$12 Million gift from 
Seller to apply to     
$24 Million price 

Contiguous Properties       
Approximately 200, low- 
end, small residential lots 

  60 Acres $ 5.1 Million YES - All are rentable 
residences and would 
be rented until needed

0

Sappi Fine Paper, NA 
Century-old, paper/pulp 
maunufacturing business

140 Acres $    8 Million* YES - 80 MW, coal-fired 
electric plant will run 
until site is needed

$4 Million gift from 
Seller to apply to     
$8 Million price

CHRONOLOGY 2009

CHRONOLOGY 2008

BEACON   HILL   USA   PROPERTY   ACQUISITION   SCHEDULE
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1 2 0 0     
1  1200 A c r e s

 -   600 Gift Acres

    600 Buildable acres
     

   $ 80 Million —Total Cost
-  $ 34 Million — Gift Property

   $ 46 Million — Acquisition Costs

   $ 29 Million — Bridges/Wind Turbines
   $ 10 Million — Canals/Waterfalls/Locks

   $ 15 Million — Roads/Underground Utilities

  $100 Million — Total Property/Infrastructure Costs

 ÷       4 000 Units (Mixed-use, Varying income, Age Inclusive) 

  $   25,000 Per Unit (Improved, Condominiumized Properties)

Improved property costs.
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Counties: 26093 Livingston County, MI, 26125 
Oakland County, MI, et. al.

Target markets.
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Beacon Hill 
Preliminary Market Evaluation

Overview:

The purpose of this evaluation is to predict the potential demand for housing at the Beacon Hill 
development in Muskegon/Norton Shores, MI based upon the market assumptions outlined below.  
This evaluation may serve as a guide toward the sizing and pricing of the development.

Assumptions:  Delineation of Market Areas

Given the unique nature of the proposed development, Woods Consulting believes that Beacon Hill will 
have market appeal to three geographic markets who have differing degrees of familiarity with the 
geographic area:

• The West Michigan market is the area closest to the site; the area is delineated by the area 
within a quadrangle bounded on the south by the Michigan/Indiana state-line, on the east by 
the Lansing area, and on the north by the city of Traverse City.  Residents of this area are 
closest in proximity to the Beacon Hill site and very familiar with the Lake Michigan shore-line 
and the unique attributes it offers. This area is projected to have nearly 3.3 million persons by 
2012 living in 1.2 million households.

• If the West Michigan market is extended to include portions of northern Indiana, the City of 
Chicago, and the south Chicago suburbs, the size of the market area grows to nearly 9 million 
persons comprising 3.37 million households.  The Beacon Hill site is more likely to appeal to 
Chicago-area residents living in the City and south vs. the northern and western suburbs (who 
are more likely oriented to Wisconsin for vacation/second-home needs.

• The Metro Detroit market is comprised of three counties north and west of the City of Detroit – 
Oakland, Livingston, and Washtenaw.  These counties have witnessed strong growth in the 
decade of the 1990’s and are generally characterized as strong markets for quality housing 
development. These counties are also familiar with the site although not as intimately familiar 
as those residing in the West Michigan market.  This area is projected to contain 1.9 million 
persons residing in 736,000 households by 2012.

Assumptions:  Rates of Mover-ship and Capture

• The estimates assume that owner-occupied households will move at an annual rate of 5% and 
renter households will move at an annual rate of 25% -27%.  All renter households may not 
qualify for mortgage financing, therefore the realized demand from this segment is likely to be 
much less than the forecast demand.

• The estimate assumes that the Beacon Hill project will be able to capture more of the demand 
from households in West Michigan (who are more familiar with the site) vs. prospects from 
Metro Detroit or the Chicago area.  The capture rates (% of demand that actually move to the 
project) are lower for Detroit and Chicago.

Independent demographic analysis.



General Demographic Characteristics:  Forecast for 2012

                                 West Michigan          Metro Detroit           Chicago/West MI
Population                 3,160,625                 1,849,478                   8,826,586            
Growth rate                        0.68%                       0.73%                           0.3%
# Households            1,204,150                    736,651                   3,337,050
Med. HH Income          $58,609                    $86,993                      $62,707
Med. Home Value        $149,260                  $250,483                    $210,576
Median Age                        36.4                          38.8                            35.9

• Metro Detroit market has highest HH income and median home value 
• Chicago is youngest market in terms of median age

Demand/Capture from Owner Households

Assumptions:
• 5% of owners will re-locate on annual basis
• Capture rates will be higher in West Michigan vs. Metro Detroit and Chicago Area due to proximity to 

project
• Projections are for market entry in 2012

                                            W. Michigan                         Metro Detroit                        Chicago Area
HH Income                  1%     2%        3%            0.5%    1.0%     1.5%           0.5%      1.0%     1.5%

$50,000-$74,999                        100         199          299                      22             44           66                           109            218          327

$75,000-$99,999                       61            122          184                       19             38            57                      72             193          215

$100,000-$149,999                       67          133          199                     28             56            85                         88           175           263

$150,000-$199,999                          17             34            51                      13             26            39                      27              54          134

$200,000                                    18           3 5            52                       17             35            52                      36              72           108

Totals                                                         263          523          785                       99           199          299                    332           712       1,047

• Chicago Area market is strongest potential even at lower capture rates
• Strongest income segments are $50,000 - $74,999 and $100,000 - $149,999
• “Worst-case” scenario (lowest capture rates) = 694
• “Best-case” scenario (highest capture rates) = 2,131
• Market mix:  38% of units targeted at $50,000 - $74,999; 23% targeted at $75,000 - $99,999; 25.3% 

targeted at $100,000- $149,999; balance (13.1%)  targeted at households earning over $150,000
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Demand/Capture from Renters

Assumptions:
• 20% - 25% of renters will re-locate on annual basis
• Capture rates will be higher in West Michigan vs. Metro Detroit and Chicago Area due to proximity 

to project
• Projections are for market entry in 2012
• While re-location rates are higher for renter households, all households may not qualify for home-

ownership (actual capture rate lower than predicted below)

                                     W. Michigan                        Metro Detroit                         Chicago Area                
HH Income              1%         2%        3%           0.5%      1.0%       1.5%         0.5%      1.0%      1.5%

$50,000-$74,999            170  339   509           33             65              98                 394            789          1182

$75,000-$99,999            105  210   314                  28             56              85                 260            519            779

$100,000-$149,999        114  228   342                  42             84            126                 316            632            949

$150,000-$199,999            29   58     88                  19             38              57                   97            194            291

$200,000-plus                   30              60              90                  26             51              77                 131             262           392

Totals                                      448            895       1,343                148            296            444             1,198          2,396          3,594

• Strongest demand from Chicago market followed by West Michigan
• Strongest HH income sectors are $50,000 - $74,999 and $100,000 - $149,999
• “Worst-case” scenario (lowest capture rates):  1,794
• “Best-case” scenario (highest capture rates):  5,381
• Market mix same as for owner households

The next step in the market evaluation process would be to further “target” households who are more likely 
to find the Beacon Hill development attractive enough to re-locate from their current residence.  This would 
involve identifying other household characteristics – education level, type of employment, etc. – that might 
pre-dispose the household toward considering Beacon Hill.  This effort would further define the market 
potential and allow for more targeted marketing of the project.

The information presented above is a very preliminary estimate of market potential utilizing historic mover-
ship rates for both owner and renter households and potential capture rates.  Households may actually 
move at different rates and the capture rates will be the result of how effectively Beacon Hill differentiates 
itself from potential competitor properties.  It will also be the result of how households in these areas view 
the type of lifestyle offered by Beacon Hill.
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Mix of Home Prices 

Based upon the demand analysis performed above, the following charts will recommend a price mix of 
homes based upon the following assumptions:

• “Affordability” – households will pay no more than 35% of gross household income for gross 
housing costs:  mortgage, taxes, and insurance

• Mortgage, taxes, and insurance are estimated to equal 35% of monthly housing expense; or 65% 
of the maximum affordable monthly housing expense will be available to apply to the mortgage

• Principal and interest will be based upon a 30-year mortgage at 7% interest
• Buyers will have a down payment available equal to 10% - 20% of home price.

Principal and Interest Payment based upon 7% Interest

Amount Financed         Principal and Interest
   $1,000,000                         $6,655
      $900,000                         $5,989
      $800,000                         $5,324
      $700,000                         $4,659
      $600,000                         $3,995
      $500,000                         $3,328
      $400,000                         $2,663
      $300,000                         $1,998
      $200,000                         $1,332
      $100,000                            $667

                                                                                                                                        Home Price
Gross HH Income      35% of HH     Mortgage Pay @ 65%      Mortgage Value     With 10%     With 20%

      $50,000                    $1,400                $950                             $150,000           $165,000     $180,000
      $67,500                    $1,950             $1,265                             $180,000           $198,000     $216,000
      $75,000                    $2,100             $1,365                             $200,000           $220,000     $240,000
      $87,500                    $2,500             $1,625                             $250,000           $275,000     $300,000
    $100,000                    $2,900             $1,885                             $275,000           $302,500     $330,000
    $125,000                    $3,600             $2,340                             $350,000           $385,000     $420,000
    $150,000                    $4,300             $2,750                             $400,000           $440,000     $480,000
    $175,000                    $5,100             $3,300                             $500,000           $550,000     $600,000
    $200,000                    $5,800             $3,800                             $575,000           $632,500     $690,000
    $250,000                    $7,200             $4,600                             $700,000           $770,000     $840,000

Recommended Pricing Mix:

Household Income         % of HH in Market Area              Unit Prices

$50,000 - $74,999                    38%                              $165,000 - $240,000

$75,000 - $99,999                    23%                              $240,000 - $330,000

$100,000 - $150,000                25%                              $330,000 - $480,000

$150,000 – plus                        13%                              $480,000 -plus
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